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Abstract— With astonishing growth in internet, most of the 

digital data is shared among large group of users. This 

demands the relational database (RDB) rights protection. To 

address these features, the Watermarking scheme must be 

able to meet the requirements such as 1.Minimum distortion 

in database. 2. Knowledge preservation. 3. Robustness 

against collusion attack. 4. Should not violate the 

requirement of blind decoding. The proposed Watermarking 

scheme focuses on all these provisions. The results of 

experiments prove that the proposed scheme achieves 100 

percent decoding accuracy even if only one Watermark 

tuple is left in the database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Watermarking has been used to protect valuable digital data 

such as documents,images, audio, video, databases etc. from 

illegal redistribution. Today, data mining tools are used to 

extract interesting patterns from relational databases which 

includes sharing of databases. In this context, some 

techniques like watermarking are used to provide ownership 

protection. 

In Watermarking, before distribution of data to 

user, it is required to first mark each numerical copy with 

unique identifier (imperceptible Watermark) of user. If 

distributor  finds the illegal copy of data on network then the 

user who might be responsible for creation of unauthorized 

copy can be traced back. In our day today life, there are, 

however, many applications, context of whose data 

represents an important asset, so the ownership protection  

must be carefully enforced. For example weather data, stock 

market data, medical, power consumption and scientific data 

etc.Watermark embedding for relational data is made 

possible by considering user constraints which can tolerate a 

small amount of error.Moreover, distortions in the original 

data are kept up to certain limits by introducing usability 

constraints,to preserve the knowledge contained in the 

database.Embedding Watermark to generate unique copies 

of digital document is a very natural process. The problem 

shall not arise if buyer does not cheat but pirates may try to 

destroy Watermark and redistribute illegally.So,as to 

prevent and hence detect the fraud, unique mark is inserted 

in digital document at locations that are unknown to user . 

The major contribution of the work presented in this project 

is – 

1) Watermarking the database while considering 

statistical usability constraints. 

2) Preservation of knowledge i.e. minimum distortion 

in database. 

3) Blind Decoding i.e. original dataset is not required 

for decoding.  

4) Finds the guilty user/s that is responsible for 

redistribution of unauthorised copy. 

A. Approach Overview: 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram summarizing the main 

components of the watermarking technique. A robust 

watermark algorithm is used to embed watermark into 

original database. The algorithm takes a secret key (Ks) and 

watermark wc as input and converts numeric database NDB 

into watermarked version wDB  with usability constraints  

Uc. In this technique, Uc is defined only once for database 

used all possible type of applications.Watermarking. 

1) Data Partitioning: 

The Database NDB is partitioned into m non-overlapping 

partitions by using secret key (Ks) concatenated with 

cryptographic secure hash function H(). 

2) Subset Selection: 

In this process, few tuples are selected for watermarking to 

minimize the distortions. 

3)  Watermark Insertion: 

Watermark bits are embedded in the selected tuple of each 

partition by using watermarking function. 

4) Watermark Detection: 

 It is the process of capturing the embedded watermark code 

word from pirated copy (PDB) using secret key Ks, buyer 

ID and primary key. 

5) Data Partitioning: 

Same data partitioning algorithm is used to partition the data 

as used in the watermark encoding phase. Marked Rows 

Identfication: Fingerprinted rows are identified by the same 

procedure used while inserting watermark  in encoding 

phase. 

6) Watermark Detection: 

As of mentioned decoding does not violate the requirement 

blind decoding. The decoding algorithm decodes the 

inserted watermark without considering usability 

constraints. Only the correction factor and watermark 

decoding threshold are taken into consideration. 

 

 
Fig. 1: 
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B. Proposed Methodology: 

The Watermark Encoding Steps are as follows: 

1) Data Partitioning: 

The dataset NDB is database relation with scheme NDB = (Pk, 

A0,....,An-1), where 

Pk is the primary key and A0,...,An-1 are n attributes. The 

partitioning algorithm divides the data set into m non-

overlapping partition namely P0,....,P m-1 such that for any 

two partition Pi ∩ Pj=Ф.The data partitioning algorithm 

proposed in  has been used to  partition data set into groups. 

For each tuple t єNDB, the data partitioning algorithm 

computes MAC to assign tuples to the partition using hash 

function H as- 

Partition(r) = H(Ks || k H(t:Pk ||Ks)) mod  m      (1) 

where, r.Pk is primary key of tuple r, H() is secure hash 

function and || is concatenation operator. 

Algorithm 1 : Get Partitions. 

Input:Data set NDB, Secret key Ks, Number of partition m. 

Output:Data Partition P0,..,Pm-1 

 for each tuple r єNDB. 

 Partition(r) = H(Ks|| H(t:Pk ||Ks)) mod  m 

 insert r into Partition(r) 

 end for 

 return P0,.. ,Pm-1  

2) Subset Selection: 

Selection of data set for watermarking is done by two steps. 

These both steps reduce the number of tuples to be 

watermarked so distortions is minimized. 

Threshold (T) computation: 

T = f *µ+ σ                  (2) 

Where, µ is the mean and σ is the standard 

deviation of values of attribute A in NDB. f is confidence 

factor which is kept secret.  

1) Threshold Computation: 

Threshold is calculated for each attribute. A tuple is selected 

for marking if any of its attribute has a value above its 

corresponding threshold computed. And union of selected 

tuples are taken into consideration. 

Algorithm 2: Get DataSelection  

Input: Data Partition P0,....,Pm-1 

Output:Data Set NDB1 

 for i = 0 to m-1 do 

 for each A є Pi do 

 Compute µ and σ on A 

 Calculate T from equation 2 

 end for 

 end for 

 return NDB1 ← R>T 

 Hash value computation: 

2) Hash Value Computation: 

The data set NDB1 is used to select tuples with even hash . 

The hash function MD5 is applied on the selected data set 

NDB1. And form the data set NDB2. 

Algorithm 3: Get EvenHashValue Dataset 

Input:Data set NDB1, Ks 

Output: NDB2 

 for each r є NDB2 do 

 Even value(r) = H(Ks || r.Pk) mod  2 

 if Even value(r) equals to 0 then 

 insert r into NDB2 

 else 

 Tuple not considered for watermarking 

 end if 

 end for 

 return NDB2  

3) Generation of Watermark Bit: 

Watermark bits string “W” is generated from UTC 

(Coordinated Universal Time) date-time which is the 

primary time standard used to synchronize the time all over 

the world.These bits are given as input to the watermark 

encoding function.The date-time stamp “might” also help to 

identify additive attacks in which an attacker wants to 

rewatermark the data set. 

       To construct a watermarked data set,these 

watermark bits are embedded in the original data set by 

using the following watermark embedding algorithm. 

4) Watermark Embedding Algorithm: 

Defination(Watermark Embedding Function) : Watermark 

embedding function W
I 

transforms the input data D to a 

watermarked data.DW after performing some data 

manipulations. 

W
I
=(NDB,Wc)→WDB (3) 

Defination(Data Manipulations Vector).Data 

manipulation 

Vector keeps record of transformation of NDB into WDB 

∆←WDB-NDB        (4)  

A parameter ηij denotes the one instance of data 

modification performed on a tuple i in jth  column. 

The watermark embedding function W
I 

uses the 

parameter ηij to modify the attribute data value vij of a tuple i 

in jth column.The watermark embedding function for a tuple 

i in jth column is  

W
I
=ηij+vij            (5) 

If the bit b is equal to 1,the bit encoding algorithm 

computes the ηij subject to the constraint set G,on the data 

value(vij) of an attribute as 

ηij=τ% of vij, with τ >0 (6) 

Similarly,if the bit b is equal to 0,then ηij is computed as

 ηij=τ % of vij with τ >0 (7) 

5) Insert Watermark 

Algorithm:  

Input: Data set NDB, Data set N,wc , Secret key Ks, 

Primary key pk, BuyerID 

Output:Watermarked Data set WDB 

 WDB = NDB 

 NDB2 = Get EvenHashV alue Dataset(NDB1,Ks) 

 for each tuple r in NDB2 do 

 select attribute pseudo randomly using secret key, 

primary key and buyer id 

 if b == 1 then 

 compute η from equation (6) 

 else 

 compute η from equation (7) 

 end if 

 NDB(temp) ( η+ NDB(temp)) 

 end for 

 insert η into ∆ 

 return WDB 

Data manipulation vector (∆) keeps a record of 

transformation from NDB to WDB by adding parameter  η 

in each encoding step. The outputted data set WDB is then 
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made available for the buyer. Algorithm 4 represents the 

steps to embed the watermark into dataset. 

6) Watermark Detection: 

Algorithm: 

In proposed blind decoding algorithm does not need the 

original data set,following algorithm has been used in our 

scheme to detect watermark bits. Watermarked bits are 

extrarcted by using the parameters such as secret key, 

primary key,and secret key. Firstly, data partition algorithm 

is used to partition the data set WDB into logical groups by 

giving input WDB, Ks and m. After that WDB1,WDB2 is then 

computed as done in encoding phase. In the next step, 

depending upon  ∆  and Value, bit zero and one are decoded. 

The parameter value can be calculated using relation- 

value = τ% of vi
1
 j       

Where, vi
1
 j  is value of jth attribute in ith tuple. 

The steps of watermark decoding are shown in algorithm 5. 

7) Detect Watermark: 

Algorithm: 

Input: Fingerprinted data set WDB, Ks ,m,primary key, 

buyerID 

Output: captured _watermarks Yp=Y1,Y2, ,Yn 

 Pw0 ,...., Pwm-1 = Get partitions(WDB, Ks, m) 

 for each partition Pwi do 

 WDB1 = Get DataSelection Threshold() 

 wDB2 = Get EvenHashValue Dataset() 

 for each tuple r in WDB2 do 

 select attribute pseudo randomly using secret key, 

primary key and buyer id 

 calculate value  

 if then 

 decoded bit one 

 else 

 decoded bit zero 

 end if 

 end for 

 Apply majority voting for each decoded watermark 

 return Yp 

The Watermark Decoding Process is as follows: 

Data Partitioning, Identification of Watermarked 

data set and Watermark Decoding algorithms are 

implemented in the reverse order of Watermark Encoding 

Algorithms.The watermark decoding algorithm extracts the 

embedded watermark using the secret parameters.The 

watermark bits are decoded in the reverse order, the last 

embedded bit is decoded first and so on.  

The decoding algorithm is blind and its decoding 

accuracy does not depend on the usability constraints.As a 

result, 100% decoding accuracy is achieved. 

C. Attack Analysis: 

On Relational Database,different attacks can be occurred 

such as Insertion Attack,Deletion Attack,Alteration Attack, 

Multifaceted Attck,Collusion Attack. 

Some of them are enlisted below: 

1) Insertion Attack: 

Attacker inserts new tuples in the existing                                  

database. Blind insertion simply does not affect the 

watermarked tuples. 

2) Deletion Attack: 

Attacker deletes selected tuples from a watermarked dataset 

with an aim  to remove the watermark. He can either 

randomly delete tuples or selects them  in a sophisticated  

manner on the basis of statistical distribution of  attribute 

values. 

3) Alteration Attack: 

Attacker alters the attribute values with an aim to flip the 

watermark bits. The proposed scheme is able to correctly 

detect the watermark with 100% accuracy without taking 

into account the amount of alterations made by an attacker.  

II. IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementations of algorithms are as follows: 

 
Fig. 2: 

 
Fig. 3: 
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Fig. 4: 

 
Fig. 5: 
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Fig. 6: 

III. FUTURE SCOPE 

Watermarking provides ownership protection but does not 

trace the malicious (guilty) user. But Fingerprinting aims at 

strengthening ownership protection as well as the traitor 

identification. 

 In Fingerprinting, before distribution of data to 

user, it is required to first mark each numerical copy with 

unique identifier (imperceptible fingerprint) of user. If 

distributor finds the illegal copy of data on network then the 

user who might be responsible for creation of unauthorized 

copy can be traced back.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a technique that is highly 

resilient against insertion, deletion, alteration attack yet it 

results in minimum distortions in the original data set. Our 

technique provides “maximum possible robustness” and 

delivers data with “minimum data distortion”. The proposed 

technique restricted to numeric unsigned data only. A 

logical extension of this research is to make it scale to 

signed data and non-numeric relational data sets as well. 
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